Bytebeat and RPN Guide

Image: Fever dream by ravary

Hello, I’m ravary and in this document I would like to explain in my own way some
things about bytebeat and the RPN syntaxis, I truly recomend reading the
espectacular TuesdayNightMachines absolute beginner’s guide to coding
Bytebeats. This guide is for anyone interested in learning bytebeat in a different way,
learn some new bytebeat tricks or learn to use the RPN syntaxis, RPN syntaxis is
escential in creting music for Madgarden’s game EGGNOGG+, wich have bytebeat
RPN music in it. My hope is that some day, a group of experts get the motivation to
fully understand bytebeat and make it more simple to learn and to use, and make a
better guide than I did.

like a lot of people I’m not a music expert or an advance mathematician, but Im very
interested in Bytebeat, I might not be an expert, but is pretty hard to become an
expert in bytebeat, because there is a lot of information but not a lot of answers, as
(Jeffrey Morris,2019) stated:
“it may be disheartening at first to recognize that you may never “master” it—that it
is at the same time deterministic and also undeterminable”
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What is bytebeat?
Bytebeat is a Low-complexity art type of 8bit music originally written for small c
programs by Ville-Matias Heikkilä (also known as Viznut) ussualy using Javascript
expressions and bitwise logic, but can also use RPN (reverse polish notation) insted
of the usual infix syntaxis, as seen in Madgarden Glitch Machine; bytebeat music is
the result of alterating a sawthooth wave variable “t” (time) with formulas producing
an 8 bit output at usually 8kHz, it is called bytebeat because 8bits equal to 1 byte
and this byte music beats.

What is “t”?
“t generates a sawtooth wave with a cycle length of 256 bytes resulting in a frequency
of 31.25 Hz when using the the default sample rate of 8000 Hz” (Heikkilä,2011)
“t” isn’t exactly a sawthoot wave itself, in reality “t” is
an infinite diagonal line that it is wrapped around an 8
bit output (256 numbers) wich is the amplitud of the
sawthoot wave formed. And when it reaches 255 “t”
goes back to zero repeating itself.

How to bytebeat?
First we need a program to play bytebeat, we will be using the greggman HTML5
Bytebeat player in this guide.
In the program you will see our good old “t”, now to play some music we need to
modify it by making some “code”.

How to “code” bytebeat?
We wont be exactly “coding”, this is just how some people call the process of making
a bytebeat song, so lets start with the:
Arithmetic operators
+ Sum
if you try to sum normal numbers to “t” it wont drasticly change, but if we sum it by
itself “t + t” it will produce a higher pitch sound, but what is this sum if not “2 * t”.
* Multiplication
is just multipliying the speed of time (t), so “ 2 * t ” will just be 2 times faster than “t”,
and “ 2 * t ” is the same as “ t * 2 ”.
Like an audio played at two times the speed, multiplying “t” will make the pitch higher.
As (Heikkilä,2011) said:
“The pitch can be changed with multiplication, t*2 is an octave higher, t*3 goes up
by 7 semitones from there…”
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the way multiplication seems to functions like this;
If we multiply “t” by two (2*t), we start by multiply the “b”
height: 255*2=510 ; as we see “b” has double its size,
hypotenuse “c” has grown in size becoming “ c’ ” and as
the inside angle of “A” decreases becoming “ A’ ”, the
inside angle of “B” increases becoming “ B’ ”.

But “t” is wrapped around 255, so now the
real“2*t” will have the same height and base
as the original “t” , but the same angles as
the false “2*t”.

/ Division
is just dividing the speed of time (t), so “ t / 2 ” will just be 2 times slower than “t”. but
we need to be carefull not to think that “ 2 / t ” and “ t / 2 ” are the same, because
different than the multiplication, the order in the division is important and do affect.
As we stated before multiplication will make the the ptich higher and “t*2” is going an
octave higher, continuing this, the division will make the pitch lower, so “t/2” will go
an octave lower and “t/3” goes down by 7 semitones from there.

the way division functions is like this;
if we wanted to divide “t” by three (t/3), we start by
dividing the “b” height: 255/3=85; as we see “b” is
now a third of what it was, the hypotenuse “c” has
shorten its size becoming “ c’ ” and as the inside
angle of “A” increases becoming “ A’ ”, the inside
angle of “B” decreases becoming “ B’ ”.
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But we need to remember that “t” is an infinite diagonal line that is wrapped around
and output of 255, so the hypotenuse “ c’ ” will continue until it reaches the 255 output
becoming the real “t/3”, while maintaining the same angles as the false one.

% Modulo
the modulo wraps the amplitud (volume) of “t” by the number given, but the max
output will stay the same (8bit output=256).
so if we wrapped “t” by 256 (t%256) it will stay the
same as “t” with an output from 0 to 255, but if we
wrapped “t” by 128 (t%128) it will have an output from
0 to 127 while maintaining the same angles as “t%256”
But what happens if we wrapped “t” by a number
greater than 256, well “t”will be wrapped by 256 and
instantly be wrapped by the rest of the number given.
In this example “t” is wrapped by 426, so “t” will go on
until it is wrapped by the 256 output and then instantly
will repete itself until it goes to the remaining output of
426 that its 171 (425-255=170).
-t (minus t)
But what happens if we invert “t” (-t), well it will
be flipped in a strange way, now when you want
to wrap it the metod is different, (Im not sure if
this is true, but it seems to work) because “-t” is
now heading in the oposite direction as “t” and “t” still starts at 0 and goes until it is wrapped on
255, but now 255 is down and 0 is up
Lets see this comparasion between “-t%426” and “t%426”
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If you understand the image you can se that in the reverse t, a new height is made
“d” wich is just the remaining of 255-170 wich is 85. This height “d” isnt relly a height
itself but the “b” height of another sawthoot wave at its side.
Now, taking the TuesdayNightMachines example “t%128+128” in this expresion “t”
isn’t going from 0 to 127, now is goint from 128 to 255; but what will happen if we
invert “t” and make the expresion “-t%128+128”, well it will be almost the same,
because insted of going from 0 to 127 is now going from 128 to 255.

Bitwise operators
A bitwise operation operates on a bit string at the individual bits level,this topic is
more complex, so if you want to understand more about the Bitwise operators, I
reccomend watching Back To Back SWE video about it. In bytbeat this operators
function as audio mixers in different ways , except the bitshift, that one works
different.
& and
This operator can give alternating values as in “t&128”, wich will output only values
from 0 to 128. But you can do more things, like miixing “t&t/20” this sound will give
a rising sound.
| or
This operator is the most used as an audio mixer, compare the sound of “t&t/20”
and “t|t/20”, the “or” one will sound more like a videogame tune.
^ xor (exclusive or)
This operator will give more chaotic or distorted sounds, just compare the sound of
“t|t/20” and “t^t/20”
>> Right bitshift
works like a division, take a look at “t>>2” and “t/4”, they are pretty much the same
because if we subtract them they seem to cancel “(t>>2)-(t/4)”, they are the same
because in the right bitshift “t” is divided by an exponent of 2. So if you want to
determine the bitshift equivalent to a division is as simple as using this logarithm
“log 2 ( 𝑥)” where the argument “x” is the divisor of “t”, if I wanted the bitshit equivalent
of “t/64” is as simple as “log 2 (64) = 6” so “t>>6” will be our equivalent, and in the
other way around, if we wanted the division equivalent of a bitshift the formula is “2𝑥 ”
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where the exponent “x” is the number of the bitshift, and the result will be our divisor,
so “26 = 64”.
The fact that bitshift is pretty much like a division doesn’t mean that they will produce
the exact same sound in a code, for example, if you compared “t*(t>>6)” and
“t*(t/64)”, the bitshifted one will produce a more robust sound than the divition thay
sounds like a soft tv tuning. This happens because the bitshift gets process faster
by the computer than a division thus producing a slightly different sound.
And if you didn’t assume this already, as I said before that “t*2” will increase “t” by
an octave and “t/2” will make “t” decrease by an octave, the right bitshift will decrease
“t” by octaves.

<< left bitshift
works like a multiplication, in the right bitshift “t” is multiplied by 2 with an exponent,
but the left bitshift doesn’t work in the same way as right bitshift works like a division,
because if you left bitshift “t” from 0 to 8 you will stop hearing sound at “t<<8” and
you wont be hearing sound again until “t<<32”, but the sound will stop in the same
way at “t<<40”, so the sound only hears 8 times and again you wont hear any sound
until “t<<64” and you wont hear anything at “t<<72”. If you havent found a pattern
yet let me tell you, in the left bitshift, you can only hear a sound at intervals of 8 every
mulitple of 32 (including 32*0, wich give us the first 8 sounds t<<0 through t<<7).
Knowing this doesn’t matter a lot, because “t<<32” will produce the exact same
sound as “t<<64” not like in the right bitshift where the division is slightly different
every time so it doesn’t matter if you multiply it by “t” like in the right bitshift.
If you wanted to know the exact bitshift equivalent to a multiplication the formula is “
2𝑥 ” where the x is the number of the bitshift 0 through 7, and that number need to be
multiplied by “t”. We can see they are the same because they cancell every time
(t<<0) - (t), (t<<3) - (8*t), all of these produce no sound.

relational operators
the relational operators as the name suggest compare and tests some kind of
relation between two values and return a true or false
== equal to
This can be use to play a single sound depending on the time, example:
“(t==16000)*t ” in this code when the timer reaches 16000, it will play the sound “t”,
but only for that exact time(at 8kHz rate, it will take 2 seconds), so this is only
usefull to make some random noises at lower Frequencys
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!= not equal to
This is the opposite of equal to, it can be use to stop the code in a exact time,
example: “(t!=8000)*t ” this code will play the sound “t” except for when the timer
reaches 8000, in that exact instant it stops and continues playing afer 8000.
> greater than
This is the one may use the most, because it will play the code after the time you
write, example:“(t>16000)*(t>>t)” the code “(t>>t)” will play after the timer reaches
1600.
< less than
it will play the code before the time you write, example:“(t<16000)*(t<<t)” the code
“(t<<t)” will play since the start until the timer reaches 1600.
>= greater than or equal to
will work almost the same as greater than
<= less than or equal to
will work almost the same as less than
combined
With this, you can combine various codes using the bitwise operator | (or), for
example: “(t<=16000)*(t<<t) | (t>=16000)*(t>>t)” in this code “(t<<t)” will play from
the start until the timer reaches 16000 (2 seconds at 8kHz rate) and inmediatly will
star playing “(t>>t)” until the end.

java Math.
you can use the Java Math Static methods (listed here ) in newer bytebeat
interpreters; such as Math.floor(), Math.sin() ,Math.cos(), Math.tan() Math.sqrt(),
and others. You can shorten the functions by only writing the operation without the
“Math.” Part.
To understand a litlle bit how to use trigonometric
functions like sin, cos, tan we need to understand how
they work, “t” will work as the hypotenus of our
triangle.so in the function “ t*sin(t) ”, “t” is multiplied by
sin of “t”, and this is the result of the opposite side
(height) divided by the hypotenus “t” . so the result will
give us a caothic noise sound.

Some other examples:
“t>>(t*tan(t))” this code make a crazy noise sound
“( t>>(t*tan(t))-t>>(t*cos(t)) )” And this example sounds like a fire place
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RPN
RPN stands for Reverse Polish notation, but can also be called postfix notation, I
reccomend watching Back To Back SWE video about the topic so you can
understand it better.
Usually you will write code in a infix notation, so lets convert an infix code to an RPN
code, this process is very difficult and it may not turn out correct the first time you try
it, the bigger the code and the more parentesis it has, the more difficult it will be to
convert.
Lets take a look at my own song, Fever Dream by me (ravary)
t * (((t/10) | t*6)>>10)%64
the first thing to do is convert it from the inner parenthesis to the outside ones, so
the first parenthesis is “ t / 10 ” and in the RPN syntax the simbols go at last so it will
be “ t 10 / ” (I recommend reading it in RPN to understand it; t and 10 will be dived),
the next one is “ | t * 6 ” so in RPN it will be “t 6 * |”, the next parenthesis is “>>10”
wich is “10 >>” and outside the parenthesis is “t *” wich be the same “ t*” and “%64”
wich will be “64 %”
so we organize them in order from the inner parenthesis to the outside ones from
left to right and we get:
t 10 / t 6 * | 10 >> t * 64 %
Wich is the RPN, as we can se the RPN has less digits than the normal operation
because it lacks the parenthesis, so in theory a computer will be able to process
RPN notations faster than the normal infix notation.

Bytebeat coding suggestions
At the end of the day, the best way to make bytebeat music is playing with the
numbers and operators, and when you find a good sound save it in a document
and later try to combine it with other sound. But if you are lazy you can use the
Random ByteBeat Generator by QiTaNo until you get something good to save.
•

•

First I suggest that You use your pc speakers and not your headphones,
because the headphones can make you have headaches or damage your
ears.
Sometimes in greggman html5 bytebeat player, the code wont start or will
play the last code insted of the inputed code, to fix this I recomend refreashing
the page with the “F5” key, and input the new code.
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•

Use variables, insted of modifying each number in your code, change the
numbers to variables and modify each variable (remember to separate lines
with comas)

•

Write comments to tell what each part do, like:

•

Be carefull and use parenthesis, because “t>> 10 * t” is the same as
“t>> (10 * t) ” and not the intended “(t>> 10) * t”
If your code sounds slow try playing it at 11kHz or other speeds.
If you wanted an image of your bytebeat song, I recommend you using the
Darius Bacon bytebeat interpreter, use the start or the end of the song, to
save the image of your song and later on you can modify the hue values on
photoshop or other program to give it better colors.

•
•

•

And at the end I suggest you share your music on the reddit group r/bytebeat

What is left?
•
•
•
•
•

A better explanation on music notes in bytebeat.
A infix to RPN converter and vice versa.
Does “-t” work the way I said?
how does “t%128 + t” works? Why is it so chaotic?
why the factors of 32 hearable on the left bitshift. It has to do with t not hearing
when multiplying it by 256?
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•

•
•
•

the left bitshift doesn’t produce sound after 7, like the right
bitshift does because I think it has to do with the fact that
rigth bitshift is like a division and can be converted with a
logarithmic function base 2 and if we see the graph of the
logarithmic function base 2, we can see that the right
bitshift works at the positive “y” axis, and continues to
infinity separating itself from the “x” and “y” axis; and the
left bitshift works in the negative “y” axis and continues to
get arbitrarily close to the“y” axis but it seems to get close
at 4, but that doesnt solve the question of why it stops after
7.But I need a real mathematician to tell the thruth.
how can you make a bytebeat bitmap images like this.
How can people make complicated songs like Rick Astley - Never Gonna Give
You Up song link, or the fornite dance song by Raphael Goulart link ?
It will be cool to see bytebeat in minecraft, minecraft is written on java, and
bytebeat has been written in java, so it doesn’t sound complicated to make a
mod or a command block to play bytebeat codes.
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